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1.

Introduction

The Supersonic Hydrogen-Fluorine Combustion Facility is being constructed for the
purpose of conducting supersonic turbulent mixing and combustion experiments in twodimensional shear layers. This facility is designed to operate in a blowdown mode, with a
nominal 3 see run time**.
The high speed stream will nominally carry mixtures of H2 and NO, in selected diluents, a t supersonic velocities. The other stream will carry F 2 , in selected diluents, at
subsonic velocities. The resultant H 2 / F 2 / N 0 chemical system will react within the turbulent mixing layer at roughly atmospheric pressure. It is anticipated that the facility will be
able t o operate in the fast chemistry regime for sufficiently high reactant concentrations.
The relevant analysis was documented by Dimotakis & Hall (1987). Very high shear layer
Reynolds numbers will be attainable, i.e.

where

nu

E

Ul - U2

is the free stream velocity difference across the shear layer,

is the local shear layer transverse extent, and v is an appropriate measure of the kinematic
viscosity. A list of projected performance specifications is presented in Table 1, based on
the sample calculations shown in Appendix F. The facility floor plan is shown in Fig. 1 and
the overall plumbing schematic is shown in Fig. 2.
This version (4.0) of the report is intended to provide a general overview of the facility
and its capabilities. It includes brief descriptions of all major components, including those
elements of the fluorine gas delivery system that were ignored in the previous versions. More
detailed information on the facility can be found in the appendices, including engineering
drawings, device data sheets and sample calculations.
At the time of this writing, the construction of the facility has been completed and
component testing has begun. Hence, this report describes the facility in essentially its
final form.

** Slightly longer run times are possible a t the lower Mach numbers.
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Background information

2.

This new facility is built on the site of the subsonic H F reacting shear layer laboratory a t Caltech. See Ph.D. theses by Mungal (1983) and Hermanson (1985) for available
documentation. Some of the components of the subsonic facility were incorporated into the
new one:
o

the low speed stream (fluorine) gas delivery network,

o

the Schlieren optical system

o

various minor structural and plumbing elements.

and

The major portion of the supersonic facility, however, has been designed and built from
scratch, with inputs from the previous preliminary design efforts. Both the subsonic and
the supersonic parts of the new facility will be described in this report.
Three major design drivers served t o define the basic configuration of the facility. The
first was the desire t o incorporate as much of the old facility as possible into the new
one. The second was the need t o generate convective Mach numbers in excess of roughly
1.4, which we predicted would capture most of the relevant physics of the flowt. The
third design driver was that of producing a reacting flow characterized by sufficiently fast
chemical kinetics so as t o be a mixing-limited flow, permitting the use of the products, or
heat release, of chemically reacting runs t o be used as a quantitative measure of the amount
of molecular mixing.
Of those three design drivers, the issue of chemicd kinetics proved to be the most
important one. It dictated the selection of H 2 / F 2 / N 0 chemistry; no other chemical system, t o our knowledge, can produce fast chemistry results in the supersonic flow regime
of interest in a laboratory scale facility. The kinetics problem also forced us to operate
the test section at atmospheric pressure so as t o keep the molecular number density high
enough. The selection of this pressure rippled through the entire design, dictating the
high supply pressures (100 atm) needed for the highest Mach number flows. Finally, kinetics considerations suggested the desirability of having an optionally higher than ambient
stagnation temperature for the supersonic flow. This high temperature specification also
rippled through the design and required the use of piping and valves compatible with high
temperature gas flows.
Two factors contributed to the decision t o make this facility bisonic, that is, with
one strearn supersonic and one stream subsonic. First, the results of Papamoschou &

t

T h e facilty design actually implemented should permit convective Mach numbers up to, roughly, 2. See
the discussion in Dimotakis (1989).
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Roshko (1986), Papamoschou (1986) and Papamoschou & Roshko (1988) suggested that
the convective Mach number M c was the physically important scaling parameter. Note
that there are actually two convective Mach numbers defined by

Mcl =

Ul

-

uc

a1

and

Mc2 =

uc

a2

u
2

where Ul and U2 are the free stream velocities, a1 and a2 are the speeds of sound and U,
is the convective velocity of the large scale structures. The second factor was a serious
safety concern with respect to supersonic flows of fluorine gas in the laboratory. The choice
of a bisonic design, with supersonic hydrogen and subsonic fluorine, served to alleviate
most of the safety concerns while at the same time did not compromise our ability to
investigate supersonic shear layers since we could more easily generate convective Mach
numbers greater than unity with one gas stream subsonic. We should note, however, that
should that become an issue, the pressure capability of the fluorine gas supply part of
the facility is such as to also allow a supersonic low speed stream, albeit at modest Mach
numbers.

3.

Low speed fluorine gas delivery network

We were able to utilize virtually all the components of the fluorine gas delivery network from the subsonic facility. Although this hardware has been documented previously
(Mungal 1983 and Hermanson 1985), a brief overview of its components and operation will
be presented below.
The fluorine gas delivery is accomplished with a hlowdown technique. There are six
key elements :
1. the source gas tank farm,
2. the mixing vessel,

3. the reactant tank,
4. the surge tank,

5. the fast-acting valve,
and

6. the flow metering valve.
See Fig. 2. The basic operation is as follows:
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The fluorine and inert gases are first loaded into the mixing vessel. Partial pressure
measurements are used to set the concentrations of the constituent gases. These gases are
then transferred to a Teflon bag which is located inside the reactant tank, This Teflon bag
acts as a bladder bag and is squeezed at run time by nitrogen gas from the surge tank. The
surge tank, in essense, acts as a constant pressure source, while the Teflon bag acts like a
massless piston. The fast-acting valve and the metering valve provide the shut-off and flow
metering functions between the reactant tank and the test section. Acoustic dampening is
provided by a high porosity screen stack at the exit of the metering valve.
A summary of the performance specifications for the low speed fluorine gas delivery
network is presented in Table 1.

4.

High speed H 2 / N 0 gas delivery network

The H2/N0 gas delivery network is also based on a blowdown technique. Owing to
the high mass fluxes, however, it was not practical to provide a large enough tank to serve
as a constant pressure source, as was done with the surge tank in the fluorine gas delivery
network. This necessitated a pressure regulating device which would compensate for the
falling pressure in the reactant tank during a run.
The high speed gas delivery system network is comprised of four major elements:

1. The source gas tank farm.
2. The H2/NO Reactant Tank.
3. The main shut-off valve.
4. The main pressure regulator.

A four-inch stainless steel pipe delivers the gas from the H2/N0 Reactant Tank to the
test section via the shut-off valve and the regulator. Acoustic dampening is provided by a
six-foot long pipe lining downstream of the pressure regulator. This lining is essentially a
silencer, consisting of of an annulus of aluminum screen sandwiched between the pipe wall
and a cylindrical perforated plate.
The four major elements will be described separately below.
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4.1

High pressure source gas tank farm

Figure 2 shows that there are five separate sources of gas for the high speed leg of the
facility. Hydrogen is supplied from a three bottle manifold. Nitric oxide is supplied from
a single bottle. High pressure nitrogen, helium and argon are supplied from manifolds at
2500 psi and 6000 psi. Finally, a dewar of Liquid nitrogen is also available, needed t o supply
large volumes of high purity, low pressure gas for purging operations.

4.2

T h e H 2 / N 0 reactant tank
This tank can be divided into four major components:
a. The tank itself.
b. The internal packing.
c. The external heaters and insulation.
d. The injector.

A drawing of the tank, the internal packing and the support sliirt is included as Fig. 3.
The tank has approximately 1.2 m3 (42 ft3) of internal volume and is designed for 100 a t m
(1500psi) at a maximum working temperature of 600 K. Note that although the top head
is flanged, access to the tank interior is not required during normal operation. The flange
was necessary to provide access for the final internal surface treatment (sand-blasting) and
assembly (packing installation).
This packing is used t o minimize the gas temperature drop during blowdown. It
consists of 340 kg of aluminum screen rolled up into two cylindrical rolls. Refer to Appendix
A for the geometry. These rolls are supported by steel grates inside the tank. A rough
calculation (Appendix A) provides an estimate of 18 K for the maximum temperature drop
t o be expected for the gas during blowdown.
Heating of the tank is effected by a large number of electrical strip heaters bolted to
the tank shell, main flange and end-caps. The heating load is divided into five zones (top
cap, main flange, upper shell, lower shell and lower cap), each of which can be controlled
independently. Four thermocouples per zone, for a total of twenty, are mounted on the
tank for monitoring, control and alarm/shutdown purposes with the redundancy deemed
necessary for reliable operation. The estimated heating power is 41kW. A 4.5" thick
ceramic fibre blanket is used to provide heat insulation. The heating subsystem is described
in further detail in Appendix A.
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An injector pump arrangement is used to promote mixing of the various gases inside
the tank$. The basic geometry is shown in Appendix A. The high pressure jet entrains the
gas already present in the tank, setting up a recirculating flow as indicated. It is estimated
that approximately one hour will be required t o inject and mix the gases for a nominal
run.

Main shut-off valve

4.3

This valve is the primary shut-off for the 4'' pipe connecting the H 2 / N 0 Reactant
Tank and the test section. It is a stainless steel, full port, 4'' ball valve manufactured by
the VALVTRON company (Fig. 4). It is a metal seated valve, specifically designed for
high temperature gas flows. A ROTORK pneumatic actuator with a spring return is used
to operate this valve. The specified opening time for the valve is 0.5sec under full load
(1,500 psi).
Further details can be found in Appendix B.

4.4

Main pressure regulator

In order to maintain a constant stagnation pressure in the test section during a run, it
is necessary to incorporate a pressure regulator downstream of the H 2 / N 0 Reactant Tank.
No commercially available device was found that could meet the
i. high pressure,
ii. high temperature,
iii. high mass flow
and
iv. fast response time
requirements. As a result, a prototype regulator was designed, constructed and successfully
tested at Caltech. The prototype regulator led to a full scale device which is shown in Fig.

5.
Suggested by D. Coles.
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This regulator is essentially a throttling device, in which the flow area is computercontrolled as a function of time. The valve uses two concentric cylinders, one of which (the
rotor) rotates inside the other (the stator). The degree of alignment of the rotorjstator
slot openings, cut into the two cylinders, controls the effective flow area and the attendant
pressure drop. The regulator is designed for 100 atm pressure, at a maximum operating
temperature of 600Ir'. Cylinder rotation is supported by a pair of high temperature ball
bearings. Sealing is accomplished by graphoil gaskets at the flanges and by Teflon packing
on the drive shaft. The Teflon packing is located in a special flange away from the valve
housing so as to be outside of the high temperature environment.
The regulator will be actuated by a computer-controlled servomotor. The control
algorithm will be closed-loop, with provisions, however, permitting open-loop (program
control) operation should stability prove a problem. Preliminary calculations suggest that
the high pressure delivery system may act as an undamped oscillator with a resonance
frequency in the neighborhood of 25H.z. The control system is being designed with a
bandwidth in excess of 500 Hz, which should permit active damping of such oscillations
during the start-up and constant flow run phases. Pressure transducers will monitor the
a. tank pressure,
b. the pressure in the piping section in-between.the shut-off ball valve and the pressure regulating valve,
c. the plenum delivery pressure
and, if necessary,
d. the nozzle exit plane pressure.
The control computer* will sense these inputs, detect deviations from the required pressure
and rotate the regulator shaft accordingly.
Further details can be found in Appendix 6.

*

Digital Equipment Corp. LSI-11/73 CPU based, RT-11 operating system, equipped with a 4-channel,
16-bit, 100kHz A/D system and driving a custom designed (D. Lang, A. Goudey) hardware output
interface to the COMPUMOTOR servomotor actuator.
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Test section

5.

An overview of the test section is presented in Fig. 6. It is essentially a rectangular
box constructed from aluminum plate**. Inlet flanges provide the connections to the two
gas delivery networks.
Internally, the test section is comprised of two settling chambers and flow management
sections, two nozzles and a single test cell approximately two feet in length and six inches
in span. This test cell is bounded by steel guidewalls on the top and bottom and by optical
windows on the sides. The guidewalls are adjustable which allows the streamwise pressure
gradient t o be imposed or removed as necessary (Mungal & Dimotakis 1984, Hermanson
& Dimotakis 1989). An outlet flange provides the connection with the downstream shower
tunnel.
The nozzle contours have been machined out of aluminum blocks. These blocks are
bolted into the main assembly and can be relatively easily removed and replaced by alternative contours, t o change the high speed stream Mach number, for example. This is
particularily important with respect t o the supersonic nozzle, since it allows us t o investigate a range of high speed stream Mach number flows. The subsonic contour was calculated
using a GALCIT Laplace solving code for inviscid duct flow (Pepin & Dimotaliis 1989).
The supersonic contours were calculated using an AEDC design code (Sivells 1978). Three
supersonic nozzles are currently available, designed for high speed stream nozzle exit Mach
numbers (and a N2 diluent) of 1.5, 2.5 and 3.2.
Diagnostics will initially be comprised of four elements:
o

Schlieren photography,

o

static pressure measurements,

o

total pressure measurements,

o

total temperature measurements;

and

The Schlieren optics system from the subsonic facility has been retained for use with this
new facility. As noted above, optical windows have been installed in the test section side
plates t o make photography possible. A combination of slower response but higher resolution Druck transducers, and lower resolution but faster response PCB pressure transducers
have been mounted in both the top and bottom guidewalls of the test cell. The Druck
transducers are intended t o provide information on the streamwise pressure gradient; the

**

Total test section weight is roughly 2,000 lb.
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PCB transducers are installed to track the passage of shock waves, allowing a direct measurement of the convective velocity of the large scale structures for supersonic convective
Mach numbers (see Papamoschou 1988, 1989 and Dimotakis 1989) to be realized thereby.

A cross-stream fixture (Fig. 7) will be used for the total pressure and temperature
measurements. The fixture has two rows of tubes, one of which supports Chromel/Alumel
thermocouples, the other of which is connected t o a set of pressure transducers via a short
length of Teflon tubing.
It should be noted that perhaps the most important diagnostic means will be provided
by the total temperature probes, which, in the case of chemically reacting runs and in the
limit of fast kinetics, will provide a direct measure of the molecularly mixed fluid in the
turbulent mixing layer. This represents the unique feature of this facility, afforded by the
kinetics of the H2/NO/F2 chemical system, permitting such measurements to be made
even in the highest Mach number flows that are being contemplated (see Dimotakis & Hall
1987 and Dimotakis 1989 for a more extensive discussion).

A host of additional diagnostics are also under consideration, however. In particular,
redundant means of measuring the large scale structure convection velocity, a flow visualization system t o assess the three dimensionality of the large scale structures in the flow,
et c. We have deferred the development and implementation of any further diagnostic techniques, for the time being, and are awaiting for the first few experiments to provide us
with the guide for any additional diagnostics that will be deemed necessary t o address the
fundamental problems at issue.
Further details on the test section can be found in Appendix D.

Exhaust system

6.

The purpose of the exhaust system is to collect and cool the combustion product gases
from the test section and remove the toxic and corrosive componentst so that the remaining
gas can be vented to atmosphere. This is accomplished with a three stage process:
1. the gas is collected in a large, inflatable catch bag;
2. the gas is sprayed with a concentrated solution of sodium hydroxide in water,
which evaporatively cools the combustion products and reacts with the toxic and
corrosive components (producing NaF);
and

t

F2,HF, N O , NOF, N O F z , etc
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t

3. the scrubbed exhaust gases+ are vented t o the atmosphere.

The major hardware elements, as shown in Fig. 2, will be described below. Further details
on the exhaust system can be found in Appendix E.

6.1

Shower tunnel

The shower tunnel connects the test section to the catch bag. It consists of an L-shaped,
30" diameter, stainless steel pipe with numerous auxiliary ports and internal components
(Fig. 8). One of the auxiliary ports is an exhaust line from a safety burst diaphram on
the H 2 / N 0 Reactant Tank. Another port is the exhaust line from the HF Turbulent Jet
Facility, which is housed in the same building. Two more ports are feed lines for the internal
shower systems. Another two ports serve as exhaust lines, one for gas and one for liquid.
The last port is currently a spare.
The shower tunnel has a number of high pressure shower heads mounted on its centerline. These showers will spray the exhaust gases on the fly, serving to cool the hot
combustion products as well as to partially neutralize of the toxic/corrosive components
( H F , Fz and NO). This spray should also attenuate the acoustic noise resulting from the
supersonic jet exhausting into the tunnel. A pair of large radius turning vanes at the corner
help t o turn the flow into the catch bag. The perforated cone at the tunnel exit helps to
diffuse the gas entering the bag, as well as providing structural support t o the bag when it
is collapsed by being evacuated.

6.2

Catch bag

The catch bag is a box-shaped flexible membrane with an approximate capacity of
110 m3 (3900 ft3, Fig. 9). The bag material is a three-ply laminate, consisting of a polyester
layer sandwiched between layers of a poly-urethane/poly-vinyl alloy. The total thicliness is
0.030".
Access t o the bag is through a 30" diameter opening in the bottom. A sleeve at this
location allows the bag to be clamped over the end of the shower tunnel. The bag is
suspended from a cantilevered frame assembly which grips the main shower feed pipe along
the top of the bag. This feed pipe supplies the network of high pressure shower heads inside
the bag. These showers will continue t o spray after the experiment until the toxic/corrosive
components in the exhaust gases have been completely neutralized.

Any unreacted H2, diluted to below flammability concentrations, and any diluent gases, i.e. N 2 , Ar,

He e t c .
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Shower pump

6.3

Two pumps of widely different sizes are available to feed the showers inside the shower
tunnel and the catch bag. Only one pump is used at a time, depending on the requirements
of the experiment. The high pressure pump has a nominal output of 6 0 g p m at 300psi;
the low pressure pump has a nominal output of 20 g p m at 30psi. There are two different
reservoirs that can independently supply the pump. One is the solution of NaOH in water
used to neutralize/scrub the exhaust gases. The other is pure water which is used after the
run to wash the pump/shower system and thereby prevent the build-up of salts.

6.4

Exhaust blower

A high capacity, corrosion resistant blower is used t o pump the exhaust gases out of
the catch bag and into the atmosphere. The feed line to the blower has two inputs: one
from the catch bag and one from the atmosphere. This atmospheric feed allows us to mix
the exhaust gases with air before venting. This option will be used to dilute the unreacted
hydrogen gas below the flammability limit.

7. Facility control system

This facility employs a mixture of manual and automatic controls. While the mix
between these two can be changed, as deemed optimal in the future, the initial mix has
been dictated by the operating experience of the subsonic facility, which we believe should
serve as a good guide. Essentially all of the gas loading and venting operations are manual.
A control panel has been constructed (Fig. 10) in order to collect most of the necessary
valves, switches and gauges in one location. Automatic facility monitoring and control,
with a pVAX computer, will be used for four operations:
o

monitoring of the H 2 / N 0 Reactant Tank heating subsystem,

o

communication with the control computer of the main pressure regulator,

o

run time operation of the gas delivery network shut-off valves,

o

sequencing the data acquisition system*.

and

* A DEC

LSI-11/73 CPU based, RT-11 computer, with 2 x 32 channels of 12-bit, 200 kHz each, A/D
converters, networked via ETHERNET to the pressure regulator control computer and the facility
control computer.
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Table 1: Physical Parameters And
Predicted Performance Specifications

Supersonic Stream:

React ant Gases
Diluent Gases
Mach Number Range
Stagnation Temperature
Nozzle Exit Dimensions

Subsonic Stream:

General Parameters:

Hz, NO
NP, He, Ar
1.5 < M < 3.2 (for N2)
1.5 < M < 2.7 (for N2)
300 < T < 600 (Kelvin)
1.25 in by 6.0 in

Reactant Gas
Diluent Gases
Mach Number Range
Stagnation Temperature
Nozzle Exit Dimensions

Fz
NZ,He, Ar
0 < M < 0.3

Nominal Run Time
Test Section Static Pressure
Test Section Length
Max. Convective Mach Number
Max. Shear Layer Res

3 sec
f atm
24 in

300 Melvin (ambient)
2.0 in by 6.0 in

2
6 x 106 (for Nz)
2 x lo6 (for He)
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Appendix A: H 2 / N 0 Reactant Tank

This appendix describes the H 2 / N 0 Reactant Tank in greater detail. The information
provided consists of:
0

General specifications (this page).

0

Injector geometry and mixing analysis.

e

Calculation of blowdown temperature drop.

e

Heating system drawings, circuit diagrams and heater data.

General Specifications:

Manufacturer:
Serial No.:
Working Pressure:
Bydrost atic Test Pressure:
Material:
Wall Thickness:
Overall Length:
Nominal 0 .D .:
Internal Volume:
Estimated Weight:

South Gate Engineering Inc.
8308
1500 psi at 650 O F
2250 psi
SA516 - 70 steel (shell and heads)
1.75 in (shell); 1.625 in (heads)
137 in (including support skirt)
36 in
42.8 ft3
14,100 lbs
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Dldlea Stsip Heaters

I

* An

economic and reliable source of heat for industrial
equipment.

53 Stock Models. Immediate shipment of popular sizes
and ratings.

UL Component Recognition Available. Watlow Mica Strip
Heaters have met strict UL requirements for applications
up to 900°F sheath temperature.

Special Engineering. Watlow designs heaters to meet specific application requirements.

The flat resistance ribbon generates heat over a broad area.
This design puts the heat source closer to the work.

The rust-resistantzinccoated steel sheath material is treated
for improved emissiuity. Since heat is essentialty radiated to
the work, this is an important factor in heating efficiency.
The strength of this material gives the unit overall rigidity.
Heaters can be provided with a stainless steel sheath for
resistance to more corrosive atmospheres.

Each strip Heater design is caref~tlyengineered with the
aid of computer programs. This assures the best combination
of ribbon gauge, total wattage and winding spacing for
maximum heat transfer and long life.

A 100% inspection of incoming mica assures excellent dielectr~cstrength. A strip just 15 mils (.4mm) thick on. both
sldes 01the resistance element provides complete electrical
insulat~on.
Yet, mica that thin offers very little resistance to the efficient flow of heat. ~ n its
d low mass allows the heater to
respond quickly to control.
Mica also wtthstands high voltage splkes. resists moisture
and is tnert to most chemcals.

Low Mass Design. Fast heat-up and response to control.

Nickel-plated steel terminal posts are securely riveted for a
positive trouble-free connection to the resistance circuit.

8
If you are a designerlmanufacturer of equipment which
requires UL approval* using approved WatlOw Mica Strip
Heaters w~llhelp.
All constructions and options presented in this section are
covered under UCs Recogn~tionand Follow-Up Services.
File Number €5231.

lb 8 0 f t ~ ~LP
? Heaters
(I

not

connected)

, type SIJ64U13

(2404,260~)

Appendix B: VALVTRON S hut-Off Valve

This appendix describes the VALVTRON shut-off valve and it's ROTORK actuator
in greater detail. The information provided consists of:
General specifications (this page).
Drawing of valve.
Cut-away picture of the actuator.

General Specifications:

Valve Type:
Valve Size:
Material:
Design Pressure:

VALVTRON #TB721P040AAA ball valve
4 inch (full port)
316 SS (plus coatings)
1500 psi at 650 O F

Actuator Type:
Operation:
Nominal Opening Pressure:
Nominal Opening Time:
Na Receiver Volume:
Estimated Weight:

ROTORK #325 - l7SR
Pneumatic pressure to open, spring return
80 psi
0.5 see.
13.4 gals. (50.9 litres)
1,400 lbs (valve $ actuator)

Note that the pneumatic cylinder of the actuator requires a source of gas. We use a
small1 tank full of nitrogen, sized such that the final pressure during operation is 80 psi
(which requires a starting pressure of 170 psi). In practice, the actuator will work with a
final pressure as little as 50 psi, albeit with a corresponding opening time of approximately
3 seconds.

DESIGN SIMPLICITY SOLVES PROBLEMS
Seat integral
No movement under pressure

Hard coated and pollshed stem

No seat-to-body leak path

Hard faced and tapped, blow out prool
stem and backseat 819 diameters for
maxlmum lorque capactty

All metal-to-metal
No separate seat
to cock due to guide design
No behind the seat cavity
for particulate packing

Codes and Standards
ANSl 816.34
ANSl 816.5
ANSI 816.10
ANSI 831.1
ANSl 831.3
ASME Vlll Div. 1
API 6D
MSS-SP-61

Hard coated and

Dle formed grafoll

Heavy duty load sprlng toensure poslllve
conlact of ball and seal under heavy
bu~ldup condtt~ons

All seal faces coated as standard
Integral seat allows for rework
and ellmrnates behlnd the seal
leakage
Large contact band, between
ball and seat

Sell and pressure energwed
metal lo metal body gasket.

.

End connections S W NPT, BW ,
clamp type flange

Optlmum engagement and tlght
tolerance between stem and ball
for maxlmum torque capaclly
Pressure orlentatton arrow (Indicated
on slde of the valve)

Area behlnd Bellevllle sprlng, rel~eved
lnlo the bore lo prevent parl~culate
bulld up behlnd 11

Materials
Carbon steel
Stainless steel
Hastelloy
lncoloy
5 chrome
9 chrome
Monel
Alloy 20
Ferallium
lnconel
Low alloy steel
Coatings (ball, seat, stem)
Chrome carb~de
Tungsten carbide
Stellite
Diffusion types

M ~ n ~ mcontact
al
belween hard coated
gu~deand body to mlnlmlze reslstancs
to movement whlle ensurlng ball IS gulded

ValvTron Industries palents pendtng . 1985

Appendix C: Main Pressure Regulator

This appendix describes the main pressure regulator in greater detail. The information
provided consists of:
e

Engineering drawings of valve.

e

Drawing of and device data sheets for the COMPUMOTOR KH-940servo-motor
and drive unit.
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MRC Single-Row Deep-Groove

Conrad Bearings-Type S
Bell Cager
Th& type of bearing 1s s ~ ~ p p l w
~ e~ dl ctlhrr
h
a
pressed steel cage or a one-piece mofdcd
snap-on cageas standard. howevcr. for sllrclal
requlremenls, it can be suppllcd w11l1il
two-piece riveted rnach~ncdcago of p t ~ r n o l ~ c
cornposilion or bronze malcrlal

The MRC conrad bearing is a single-sow
rad~aldeep-groove bearlng wlth n o lilllng
notches Assembly of the balls is made by
eccentrically displac~ngthe inner and outer
rlngs, lollowed by a sllghl elastlc d~stortionol
the outer ring lor the assembly of the lasl ball.

Internal Clearance
Conrad bearings are supplied with "loose"
internal tlearance unless otherwise specified.
Loose clearance is commonly used for
applications: (a) requiring a heavy press fit;
(b) where the bearing must tolerate some
misalignment: (c) where a significant
temperature dillerential exists belween the
inner and outer rings: (d) where thrust load is
heavier than normal. Olher degreesolinternal
clearance can be furnished for special
requirements.

Common Parts
Many Type S bearings are made with
common parts which are identified by the
closure grooves on both inner and outer rings.
This permits greater flexibility i n providing
bearings with seals and/or shields.

Shields, Seals, Snap Rings
The bearings are available in many sizes
with shields, seals or snap-rings, or a
combination of these. Refer to the dimension
pages lor shielded, sealed and snap-ring
bearings on which we are tooled. Where not
shown they can be lurnished on quantity
orders. Marking may appear on thefaceorthe
outside diameter.

Where Recommended
The Type S Conrad bearing IS recomnlendcd
for the majority of appllcat~onswhere a slrlgt*.
row bearlng would normally be usrd
provided it has an adequate safely fartor
under the load condlllons lmposrd I1rI.ir Itlo
abtl~fyl o take equal thrust ~n c ~ t l ~dltccllclfl
cr
For load comparisons w ~ l hother %t.lnrli r ~ l
bearing types, seo pngc 10

Molded Astrmcs
Showrng Brill Pochsll
md R.labnw Barb.

MAC BOG.

NOS.

I
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SPECIFICATIONS

KH-Series Operator's Manual

SPECIFICATIONS
System dependent:
DESCRIPTION

VALUE

UNITS

Repeatability
Accuracy
Relative Accuracy
Driver Operating Temperature
Motor Operating Temperature
Storage Temperature
Humidity

+/- 0.088
+/- 0.23

degrees, unloaded.
degrees, unloaded.
degrees, any load.
degrees Celsius.
degrees Celsius, max.
degrees Celsius.
percent,
non-condensing.

+/-

0.088
0 to +50
130
-40 to +85
0 to 95

Mstsr dependent:
(See torque speed curves)
DESCRIPTION

I(H710

Static Torque (cont.)
Static Torque (peak)
Top Speed
revolutions/MINUTE
Rstor Inertia
Maximum radial load
Motor Weight
Total Shipping Weight

KH720 KH730

UNITS

1034
2000
6000

2068
4000
2300

ounce- inches
ounce- inches

26.3

114.8 166.7

18.7
65.7

36.3
83.3

3399
6000
1450

ounce-inches2
pounds
pounds
pounds

47.3
94.3

Physical Description
Drive Height: 16.75 INCHES
Drive Width: 7.75 INCHES
Drive Depth: 11.31 INCHES

(425mm)
(197m)
(287mm)

Drive Weight: 32 lbs ( 14.6kg)
Environmental
Operating temperature: 3 2 O ~to 1 2 2 ~
(OOC
~ to 5o0e) With adequate air
f'Pow
Humidity: 0-958, non-condensing.

,Compumotor Rev

-

Y

Common Specifications for the K S I K S X and KHIKHX series
Parameter
Performance:
Repeatab~l~ty
Accuracy

Value

*5 arc mln. (.088")
Unloaded-one revolution return~ngto start polnt from same dlrectlon
+I4 arc mln. (0.23")
Unloaded-motor beanng and seal tnctton only

Veloclty accuracy

.02% of set speed. average

Resolution:
User Selectable
over RS-232C
Factory Setting:

Power:
Volts: Nomlnal
Range
Frequency
Current

Inputs:
(Step. D~recf~on
Shutdown. CW & CCW
Llm~ts,Home
Llrnlt. Tr~gger1. 2, 3)
Outputs:
(Dnve Fault. In Pos~t~on.
Programmable Butouts)

1800-8192 stepdrev. KS 210. 220. 230. 240
1000-16384 stepgrev KS 250. 260
1000-32768 stepdrw. KH (All Models)
5000 stepdrev. (All Models)
KSiKSX
Control and Motor
120 VAC, 1 phase
(100-130)
50160 Hz
16 A max

KHlKHX
Control
Motor
120 VAC, 1 phase
240 VAC. 3 phase
(100-130)
(100-252)
50160 Hz
50160 Hz
l Arnax
30 A max
(Note: KHlKHX requlre both 120 VAC slngle
phase and 240 VAC three phase power)

Optically lsolated

5-12VDC
500 N. sec. m!nlmum pulse wtdth. s!ep input only
20 mA maxlmum source current requtred
Optically lsolated
NPN trans~stor3.0 rnA minlrnurn. 5 Volts Sink or Source

interface RS-232C
Baud
Data Btts
Stop Bits
Panty

Fixed 9600

8
1
None

Environmental:
Operat~ng
Driver

32 to 7040F (0 to 4OVC) ambtent

Motor

32 to 104°F (0 to 40°F) amb~ent

Storage
Hum~d~ty

Maxlmum heatslnk temperature IS 150°F (65°C)
Maxlmum motor case temperature is 266OF (130°C)
-40 to 185°F (-40 to 85°C)
0 to 95% Non-condensing

KH-Series Operator's Manual

APPENDIX C

APPENDIX C
(Continued)

TORQUE SPEED CURVES
KH MOTORS

Torque

=-in
7200

Toque
05:-in

9660

Campmotor

Rev

-

Y

la-in

(MI

600.00

(67.79)

KH-Series Operator's Manual
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APPENDIX B
(Continued)
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MOTOR DRAWING
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Appendix D: Test Section

This appendix describes the test section in greater detail. The information provided
consists of:
e

General information (this page).

e

Engineering drawings of the test section components, including nozzle contours
and the test section/shower tunnel mating flange.

a

Data sheets on the pressure transducers.

a

Calculation of the design pressure loading.

The basic test section frame is constructed from 3.5 inch thick 6061 - T6 aluminum
plate. It is a bolted assembly using 3/4" -10 bolts for fastening and 3/4 inch tapered dowel
pins for alignment. The internal frame (end plates, top and bottom plates) is, for most
practical purposes, permanently bolted together. Sealing between these plates is provided
by silicon gasket material which set after the plates were connected. Sealing between the
side plates and this internal frame is provided by viton o-rings. This o-ring groove is not
shown om any of the drawings.
The plate calculation to follow demonstrates that the test section is essentially designed for 1500 psi, which will accomodate the maximum H 2 / N 0 Reactant Tank pressure
in the event of a regulator failure.
The nozzle blocks were machined out of 6 inch thick 2219 - T8 aluminum plate. The
basic shape was roughed out with saw cuts. The final machining was done on a numerically
controlled mill with a final accuracy of approximately 0.002 inch. Imperfect smoothing of
the machined contour required some sanding (by hand) to achieve the final surface finish.
The windows were constructed by Sydor Optics Co. from BK7 optical glass. The
design specifications were:
e

5X flatness over the entire surface.

a

25 angstrom rms surface polish.
1 arcminute parallelism.

The bevelled edgework allows the windows to be clamped into the side plates with the
frames shown in the drawing. This method of clamping was designed to avoid any acute
internal angles that would lead to stress concentration and subsequent fatigue and cracking.
29 August 1989

The pyrex plates clamped over the optical windows serve as protection from the fluorine gas. The idea is that the pyrex plates can be cheaply replaced when the chemical
etching has become intolerable, whereas we simply cannot afford to replace the optical
windows. The pyrex is polished to an unknown specification.
The small flanges on the top and bottom of the test section allow for access to the
interior of test section, either for gas flows, electrical signals or optical diagnostics. One
such flange on the top and bottom is connected to the system purge network to allow
nitrogen gas to be pumped through the test section. Four more flanges have a large
number of electrical wires and pressure tubes epoxied into them, to make feedthrouglis
for the pressure and temperature transducer signals. The remaining flanges are currently
spares.

29 August 1989
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Drwck

Comblned non4inearityand hysteresis
f 0 2% BSL for all ranges.
Belfer available on request. Please reler to rnanulaclurer.
Zero olfset
<IOmV standard.

L
MINIATURE SEMICONDUCTOR
PRESSURE TRANSDUCER
Type PDCR 21)O

Operating temperature range
20°C)
-5' l o +250"F standard (-20" to +I
This temperature range can be extended
Temperature effects
f 1% total error band 50" to 14O0F(10"to 60°CI

For specjat appl#calrons11IS poss!ble lo give rmproved
lemperalure compensalron over a 90°F 150'CI band w#lh#n
the operattng temperature range.
Please reler lo manulaclurer.

Excellent tlnearlty and hysterests
?I1 2 HSL 1~ !
'

Acceleration sensitivity
0002% FSOIg for 15 PSI dacreaslng lo 0.0001% FSOfg
for 1500 PSI.

Flush mountlng
Fast response

Mechanical shock
'10009 for 1ms in each 01 three mutually perpendicular
axes wlll not affect cal~bration.

Excellent overpressure acceptance
<,

',,?f\,,<C*,,

Orderlng Information
Please slate the lollpw~ng
(1) Type number
(2) Pressure range
(31 Gauge or dlfferentlal
(4) Temperature range
(5) Pressureconnection
(6) Pressure media
For non-standardregutremenisplease spectly m delsll
Confmumgdevelopmenl somellrnes necessftafes
specrbcaf~onchanges w~fhoul
noCce

Good thermal stablllty
+ I

,l,l,,r

Weight
0.4 02. nominal

1

Hlgh output
Etectr8cat connection
3 11 tellon cable suppl8ed
Longer lenglhs available on request.
The PDCR 2 0 0 is a miniature flush mounting fast
response pressure transducer which retains many of
the excellent features of the larger more
conventional pressure t!ansducers lrom Druck.
The sllicon diaphragm used has a fully active
lntegrated strain gauge bridge which is selected for
high accuracy and good stability. They are
compatible with most fluids and easy to install with
an '0' ring seal.
For differential and absolute use. a reference
pressure connector 1s llned as standard and screens
can be provlded for appllcatlons where eroslon by
high veloc~typarticles is a problem.
Operating pre45llre ranges

15.30.50.100.200 500 900 and 1500 PSI gauge or
d~llerenl~at
Other pressure unrts can be specrhed, e g kPa
Other ranges are avarlable on requesf
For absolute pressures vacuum can be pumped on the
relerence
Overpressure
The rated pressure can be exceeded by the follwnng
mulltples causlng negl~g~bie
cal~brat~on
change
Posltlve Slde
3 x lor all ranges
Reference s ~ d e
2 x for 15 and 30 PSI ranges
d~llerenf~al
The transducer can be used In a br-d~recllonal
mode up lo f 15 PSI
Postt$vepressure mrdva
Flu~dscompallbie w11h quartz and lltanlum

Options available
Allernalive thread lengths see installation.
Protective screen.

-

nnference pressure media
Dry, non-corrosive, non-conducling gases.
Tr;~n~,ducl~on
prlnclple
lntegrated stlcon straln gauge brldge.
F ~ ~ l f : l t i ovolfaqe
n
1OV d c. or a.c. maximum and regulaled @ 15mA
maxlmum.

I

O u l [ l ~ vallagr./natural
t
frequency
Pressure
Range
PSI
15
30
50
100
200
500
900
1500

Output
Nomlnal
mV
150
150
150
150
150
150
150
150

t

0 687

, 0320

0 Ring
$ 0 15 mslde x 0031 Secllon

Malernal Buna-N
Reference tube

Natural
Frequency
kHz
75
100
130
180
290
410
560
760

Pressure connecttons
10-32UNF
M5x05

Mounting tarqua

15*5 1blI"s.

Oulpufs quoted are lor slandard linearily and overload.
Htgher outpufs are possible giving pmportronal
rmprovemenls in lemperalure sfabtl~ly
Output impedance
1000 ohms nominal.
Load impedance
Greater than IOOK ohms for quoted performance.
For lower load impedances, please SPeCilY.

PDCR 200

/Thread
lnslallatoon
Dlmenslons lnches

Druck Incorporaled
Mirv Brook Road
~ a i b u r y CT
, 06610
Telephone. 1203) 792-8967
Telex 643118
FAX: (203) 790-9939
POCR 200

length. X
0 750 standard
0438 opllonal

Electricalconnactaon
4 Cofeshleldedcable

Red
Blue
Yellow
Gleen
Shoeld

Supply pos~ldve
Supply negauve
0UtP"l pasltlve
Oulpul negal~ve
N/C lo transducer body

Temperature elleots
fO 5% lotat error band 32" l o 122 F (Oe to 50°C)
f1 5% total error band -5 to +175"F (-20' to +8OeC)
2 5pSI range, f 0 5% total error band 50" to 105°F (10" to
40°C)
For special applicalions i f is possible l o give improved
temperature compensalion over a wider ranga

AMPLIFIED OUTPUT
PRESSURE TRANSDUCERS
Types: PDC:F? 1 3'1.':n r ~ dF'DCR 135/W
(

111d

r'r)cR I ~ ~ ~ W I C

1<r.,i

I

Mechanical shock
lOOOg for l m s in each of three mutually perpendicular
axes will not aHect callbration

Aircraft compatlble excltatlon
10 I T v d r i i r i f
Amplified d ~ t p u t
1'1, 10 r13v

Stainless steel wened parts
7111

<,,I</c

Good thermal stablllty
. I >

t

f ,

-

Electrical connectlon. PDCR 1 3 0 N and PDCR 1 3 5 N
3 feet Integral vented cable standard
Longerlenglhs available on request.

,'V

Integral zero a n d span adjustments

'[

Ordering information
Please state the loilow~ng
(1) Type number
(2) Pressure range
(3) Gauge, setaed gauge or absolute
(4) Temperature range
(5) Pressure connectlon
(6)Pressure med~a
(7)SUPPIYvoltaae
(8) Output voltage
(9) Mattng electrical socket (11requ~red)
For nomsrandard requiremenlsplease spec~lyin dela~L
Conlmumg developmenlssomelrmer necess,rales
SpeCIlICarlOn changes w#lhournohca

Weight. 8 5 ozs norn~nal

Inputloutput isolation
f I,, F, 1 .@

- 3dB at 2kHz nominal

Accelerallon sensitivity
0.044% F.S.O.lg lor 5psi range decreasing to
0.005% F.S.O.lg lor 500psi range.

~ l g accuracy
h
it11

Internal shunt cat~brat~on
tactilly
An extra electrical connectlon 8s provlded on the
lransducer and d the voltage appl~ed
(relerenced to the
algnal0 Volt) 8s less lhanOBV(or open-clrcu10the shuntcal wdl not operate, and 11greater than 2 4V the output
w ~ lchange
l
m a pos~tived~rect~on
by a percentage
specllled durtng manufacture(up lo the maxlmum output
ava~lable).
Please reler l o manutaclurer lor ofher shunt cal
requlrements
General purpose gauge transducer PDCR 135 and PDCR
130 (separate data sheet)
D~fferent~at
transducer PDCR 130lWL and PDCR 135lWL
(separate dala sheet).
Submersible transducer: contact manulacluer.
Flush mounttng transducer: contact manulacturer.

Natural Frequency(rnechan1cal)
lO.5kHz lor 5psi range Increasing l o 2lOkHz lor 5OOpsi
range
Amplilier band width

PDCR 130,\:'!

Opt10118available

-

r

Transductlon prlncipie
Integrated silicon strain gauge brldge.
Supply voltage. PDCR 135 series

Thls series of pressure transducers provide the user
with a high level output signal for industrial, marine
and aerospace applications, wlth all wened parts
manufactured from stainless steel.
Military grade eleclronic components are used to ensure
maximum integnly. Each unlt is individually calibrated and
temperature compensated before shipment.
Zero and span polent~ometersare prov~dedIn Ihe rear of
the transducer body and user access 1s via two sealed
blanking plugs
L~nearlrlngand lemprrature con~pensat~on
IS prov~ded
wlth~nthe Instrument and the ral#onatlzedoutputs ensure
lnterchangeab~l~ty
wlthout system recallbratlon
Durlng manufacture the transducers may be set to
customer requ~rementslor ~nlermediatepressure ranges
or the other pressure UnltS

2 5ps1 gauge only
5, 10, 15, 20.30, 50, 100, 150. 200, 300, 500. l0OOpSl
gauge or absolute 2000.3000, 5000 and 7500 absolute
Olher pressure unjls may be specrfied e g ms HO
, , kPa, elc
Overpresstirr?
The rated pressure can be exceeded by the lollowing
rnulliples causing negligible calibrat~onchange:.
10 X for 2.5psi range
6 X lor 5psi range
4 X lor 1Opsl to 200psl ranges
3 X 2OOpsi lo 500psl ranges
2 X lOOOpsi to 7500psi ranges
Pressurr: mcdlo

Fluids compatlble wtth 316 stainless steel

Electrical connection. PDCR 130tWlC and
PDCR 135fWtC
6 pln Bayonet fixed plug tested to MIL-G26482 or
DEF 5325 shell size 10. Free mating socket not supplied
Mahng electricalsocket Amphenol type 62GB-16FlD6.S
available on requesl.

+15.0, -15 VOllS d C
+is vo1ts(f0.5 Volts) 1mA nominal
-15 volts(f0.5 Volts) 6mA nominal
These currents are quoted lor zero output current
+12. 0, -12 Volts d.c available.
Supply sensitivity. 0.02% F.S.O./VOll
Supply voltage. PDCR 130 series
10-32V d.c @ 20mA isolated Irorn Output
Supply sens~tivity.0.005% F.SO.IVolt
polarity reversal protected
Output voltage (isolated o n PDCR 130 series)
i2 5V max~mumlor 2 . 5 ~ range
~1
f tOV maximum tor 5psi range and above
Output current
PDCR 130 series: 2mAmaximum. PDCR 135 series:
6mA maximum.

\-----

CONN-R
FOR 2OmJpsiAND ABOVE

Pressure connections

Installation

Operalong tenlpetature range
-40" to t175.F (-40" to +80"C) lor PDCR 130lW and
PDCR 135lW
- 4 0 to +250"F(-40 lo +125"C) tor PDCR 130lWlC and
PDCR 135tWlC
This lemperalure range can be extended,
Pocn 1301~s
POCR 1 3 5 1 ~

P

pressure
connec~~ons~

Y*' NPT llal end
%" NPT flat end
7tle. UNF as ~~33656.4
(IhAN) 7,te" UNFas ~~33656.4
(IAN)
Olhers avnllable on request

Cornbin.?d non-linearity and hysteresis
f0.1% BS.L lor all ranges
f0.05% B.S.L. available for ranges up t o 300psi.
Zoro ollset and span sening
Integral trim potentlometers giving total adiustmenl o l
nominally 10% F.S 0. available on most models

\

Dimensons: inches

Druck Incorporated
Mlry Brook Road
Danbury.CT 06610
Telephone: (203) 792-8981
Telex: 643116
FAX: (203) 790.9939
PDCR 1301W6 PDCR 1351W

C

w

cP

Cw

c

vDcR mvwa PocR www

Electrical connectlon

Z,Xt0'

Cabla
ldRlDn
cdor

A

D

Red
Whole

8

YD~~OW

C

81".

Funcloon

Funcllon

PDCR 3.30

porn 135
- - --

SYPPIY
POII~IY~
SUPP~Y
OV
0 ~ 1WSls.
~ ~ 1
OUIDUI
neO.11~.

SYPD~Y~OSIIIV~

Supply neosltve
Oulp~1
WIIlve
OV common

MINIATURE
UNIVERSAL. VOLTAGE M O D E

HI-FREQUENCY PRESSURE
T R A N S D U C E R w/bui~t-inamplifier
Series 113 A 2 0
PIEZOTRONICS

060A03 1 P He.
Clanto Nu1 5 1624 Thd

acceleration-compensated ultra-rigid quartz element

-

050A05 10ot am',
l M M Thd

10 32 Thd

frequency-tailored non-resonant one
microsecond response

I

high level (5V). low-impedance (100ohm)
analog output
l o w strain and transverse motion sensitivity
floating clamp nut with metric o r American thread
flush welded, flat diaphragm
improved, interchangeabie quartz minigage

Alternate off-ground
summary sheet)

For shock wave, blast, explosion, combustion,
compression, actuation, pulsation, cavitation, ultrasonic, aerodynamic, hydraulic, f l u i d i c a n d other
such pressure measurements.
Transducer 113A20 consists specifica\\y of Models
113A21, 113A22, 113A23 and 113A24. Each model is
similar i n performance; essentially only the full scale
range and discharge time constant are different. Performance features include frequency tailoring, which
minimizes resonant frequency amplitude when the transducer is subjected to extremely fast step-pressure inputs.
This tailoring results in a clean, accurate output signal.
The built-in electronics convert the pressure input to a
clean, high resolution output which isvirtually insensitive
to cable length. Standard mcunting adaptors simplify
installation and extend versatility of the transducer.
Shock tube results show these frequency-tailored
transducers to be almost completely free of ringing and
other internal resonance effects that can distort the
signal. The rigid structure of these sophisticated instruments contains a compression mode quartz element with
an integral compensating accelerometer to reduce vibration sensitivity and suppress
resonance effects. Nearly
. .
non-resonant behavior is primarily achieved by meticU ~ O U matching
S ~ ~
the resonant frequency as well as the
acceleration sensitivity of the compensating element to
that sf the pressure sensing element. A minimum number of quartz plates imparts structural integrity.

235

113A21

SPECIFICATIONS: Model No.
Range (1 volt output)
Range (5 volt output)
Useful Overrange (10 volt output)
Max~mumPressure
Resolut~on(No~se200 gV p-p)
Sensltlv~ty
Resonant Frequency
R~seTime
Discharge Tlme Constant
Low Frequency Response (-5%)
L~near~ty
(zero based BSL)
Polarity
Output Impedance
Output Bias (nom~nal)
Accelerat~onSens~tivity
Temperature Coefftc~ent
Temperature Range
Maximum Flash Temperature
V~brat~on.
Shock
Case. O~aphragm
Weight
Exc~tation/ConstantCurrent
Model No. (other 5V Ranges)
1000 PSI, 100 sec T C
5000 PSI. 500 sec T C
10 000 PSI, 1 000 sec TC

015Thk

Standard mtg adaptors are ava~lable
wlth Engl~shor Metrlc thread

PSI

PSI

PSI
PSI
PSI

mV/psl
kHz
PS

s
Hz

%
ohm
volt
~sl/g
%/OF

OF
OF
g's peak

50
250
500
3000
0 01
20
500
1
1
05
1
Posrt~ve
100
11
0 002
0 03
-100 to +275
3000
2000.20 000
17-4PH. INVAR

9m
VDC/mA

6
+18 to 28/2 to 20

5 mV/psl
1 mV/psl
0 5 mV/psi

113A24
113A22
113A23

Note: Special case diaphragm materials are available. For metric
( M 7 x .75)
thread, add prefix 'M' before model no.. e.g. M.113A21.
For hermetic sealing use prefix 'H'. e.g. H113A21. For both
metric and hermetic use prefix 'HM', e.g. HM113A21.

Miniature quartz transducers install flush or recessed i n existing or new minigage ports directly i n the
test object or i n a variety of threaded mounting adaptors,
which are also available as off-ground factory sealed
assemblies. When connected to a PCB power unit, these
self amplifying transducers generate a high level, low
impedance analog output signal compatible with most
readout instruments. The simple power unit circuit
powers the transducer over the signal lead (coaxial or
2-wire), eliminates output bias and indicates normal or
faulty operation. Signal quality is almost independent of
cable length, condition and motion.
PCB PIEZOTRONICS, INC.

3425 WALDEN AVENUE DEPEW. NEW YORK 14043 TELEPHONE 716-684-0001 TWX 710-263-1371

Hiqhest siress
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~
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~ ~ ~~ v lform
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+he
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Shickness is 3.5 i~ at f i e ed e s of -the
,. where
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Jrhe rr\~)tir*wq stress O C C Q ~ S .
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Appendix E: Exhaust System

This appendix describes the exhaust system in greater detail. The information provided consists of:
Data sheet describing the high pressure shower nozzles.
Data sheet describing the catch bag material.

Data sheet describing the high pressure shower pump.
m

Drawing of the catch bag support structure.
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LARGE CAPACITYNVIDE ANGLE

SMALL DROPLET SlZElM ULTIPLE ORIFICEIFULL CONE
atornlzlnq spray caps
1" NPT (F)

FullJet spray caps
%"-I%" NPT (F)

DESIGN FEATURES
The 7N series FogJet noule
produces a shower-like full
cone spray pattern of very fine
droplets.

The 7G serles FogJet nozzle
produces a shower-like full
cone spray pattern. The 7G
serles nozzle provides large
flow capacities w ~ t hrelatively
small droplets.

The nozzle assembly consists
of a nozzle body and seven
removable atomtzing spray
caps. Each cap has an internal
vane which is easlly removed
for cleaning or replacement.

The nozzle assembly consists
ot a noule body and seven
removable FullJet spray caps.
Each cap has an internal vane
which is easlly removed and
replaced.

DIMENSIONS & WEIGHTS
Based on IargesUheaviestversion of each type

1 1 1 '1
4

I

Pipe

. : :,:c

I

I..

I

1

H
0
Net
InchesI Inches
1

ORDERING INFORMATION
7--- - -

STANOARO
SPRAY NOZZLE -

-

1-112 - 76 SS 30
I

Inla
Cannsclton
Ptpa S m

Nonle
Tyos

I
I
Malsfial CaP=lW
Code
Size

I
EX: 1'/17G-SS30
Model 76 FogJet spray nonle mlh
1%- NPT (F) inlet connection. removable
spray caps. all stainless Steel construc-

tlon, and 30 capactty slze performance

SPeClhCatlOnL

Matertal Code
no matenat code =Brass
SS = 303 Stainless Steel
3WSS 1309 Sta~nlessSteel
316SS = 316 Stainless Steel

'And Up

Kepner Plasticr Fabricators. Inc.
3131 Lomita Blvd. (213) 325-3162
Torrance. California 90505

1

KEPTEX APR3018B
Std.
I
Metric

Base - Type
Fabr~c- Weight

I

Fin~shedCoated
Weight
ASTM 0-751
Tongue Tear
ASTM 0-751
Tongue Method
(8" x 8" sample sue)
Trapezoid Tear
ASTM 0-2263

I
I

Grab Tensile
ASTM 0-751
Grab Method
Str~pTensile
ASTM 0-751
Cut Strip Method

I

30 2 2
ozlsq yd

1020 2 70
gim2
I

125:125 lbs.

57,57 kg

35135 Ibs.

16/'16 kg

400;350 Ibs.

1821159 kg

1

500 psi

I

I

I

I

Cold Crack
ASTM 0-2136
T8" Mandrel 4 hours

MFR

1

I

I
( Dead Load
R o o m , r r e 1

I

I

35 kg!crn2

I

I

Puncture Resistance
FTMS 1 O l B
Method 2031

Flame Resistance
Method 5910

Polyester
225 g.'m2

I

Adhesion Para. b dielectric seam
Hvdrostatic Resistance
ASTMD-751
METHOD A Procedure 1

I

Polyester
6.5 oz!sq yd

I

2" seam
210lbs.
105 Ibs.
Pass @
- 30°F

1

I1'

5.8 crn seam
47.5 ka

II

Pass
- 35°C

NO^ Consumed ln .2 Mlnutes

I

Model 6020
U.S. Measure
Metric Measure
..'Volume
60 GPM
(227 UM)
:-,Discharge Pressure
0 0 0 PSI
(69 BAR)
. .Maximum Inlet Pressure
-8.5 to 40 PSI
(-0.6 to 2.8 BAR)
:*' RPM
RPM
(500 RPM)
. .; Bore
;...........................................................s.
2.205''
..
(56mm)
. . Stroke
2.461"
(62.5mm)
... Crankcase Capacity
1 QTS.
(9.46L)
6O0F
,.., Maximum Fluid Temperature
71"C)
Inlet Ports (1)
2 NPT
(2" NPT)
.. Discharge Ports (2)
1'h" NPT
(1%" NPT)
?.Pulley Mounting
Either Side
(Either Side)
1. Shaft Diameter
1.772"
(45mm)
.. Weight
2 3 Ibs.
(110 kg)
Dimensions
3l.4x24.0x17.l0
(797x61Ox434mm)

Model 6040
U.S. Measure
Metric Measure
40 GPM
(151 UM)
1500 PSI
(104 BAR)
-8.5 to + 40 PSI
(-0.6 to 2.8 BAR)
500 RPM
(500 RPM)
1.81"
(46mm)
2.461"
(62.5rnm)
10 QTS.
(9.46L)
160°F
(71" C )
2" NPT
(2" NPT)
(1%" NPT)
Either Side
(Either Side)
1.772"
(45mrn)
235 Ibs.
(110 kg)
31.4~24.0~17.1"
(797x61Ox434mrn)

...

......................................................................
................................................
............................... +
.........................................................................
...............
......................................................................
..............................
..............
....................................
............................................................
.................................................
................................................
...........................................................
..................................................................
:
..................................................

+

- #

+

CAT PUMP WAIRRANTY

1;

IMPORTANT CONDITIONS

USE OFOTHER THAN CAT PUMP PARTS OR
THEIR EQUIVALENT VOIDS THE WARRANTY
>

.

Products described hereon are covered by one or more of the foll~wlnQ
U.S. patents: 3558244.3652188.3809508. 3920356. and 3930756

-

CAT PUPAPS A G
Loretohiihe 5
CH-6300. ZUG. Swttzedand

CORPORATION

1600 FREEWAYBOULEVARD N MINNEAPOLIS. MN 55430
Phone (612) 566-1242 Telex 29-0276

N V CAT PUMPS INTERNATION S A
Harrnon~estraal
29
8-20W Artwerp. Belg~um

.
.

CAT PUMPS DEUTSCHLAND GmbH
RostockeI Strasse 9
6200 W~esbaden-B~erstadt
West Getmany
CAT PUMPS (U K ) LTD
17A K~ngsRoad. Fleet
Hampshtre GU13 9AA
England

Dlstrrbuted By

Pump speed and pump output in gallons per minute as tabulated
is based upon a 1725 RPM drive motor. Select motor pulley size to
provide GPM of the approximate pump output desired.

+ -5%

pump output tolerance.

Horsepower figures shown are brake horsepower figures. For gas
engines requirments, follow engine manufacturer's recomrnenda-

TYPICAL INSTALLATION
The illustration at the right shows the basic
elements for the proper installation of the highpressure pump. Each component offers potential
problems that to^ often are ascribed to a perfectly
functioning pump. A clogged strainer, a partially
closed shut-oft' valve or a faulty pressure gauge or
pressure regulating unloader may be the source of
Proper system installation, routine lubrication
and monitoring of components are your best
guarantees of optimum pump performance. These
precautions will eliminate most problems, minimize
corrective maintenance, and give many, many added
hours of trouble free operation. Cat Pumps Corporation does not assume any liability or responsibility
for the operation of a customer's high pressure

2

,
,

=:"E

:g:

+

Appendix F: Perfomance Calculations

This appendix presents some calculations which provide estimates for the performance
of the facility. The information provided consists of:
e

Calculation of shear layer thickness 6,and Reynold's numbers Res and Re,.
Analysis of the H 2 / N 0 Reactant Tank blowdown and main regulator open loop
control.

e

Graphs showing H2 / N O Reactant Tank starting pressure as a function of free
stream Mach number, gas and temperature.
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